Surface Studio

Turn your desk into a Studio
Surface Studio is a whole new class of device, one designed for
the creative process. The 28” PixelSense™ display floats like a
sheet of suspended pixels giving you a huge canvas for all kinds
of work. Use it upright or draw on it like a drafting table,
breathing life into your ideas with a process that has been
limited to whiteboards and sketchbooks, until now.

•
•
•
•

A brilliant screen for your ideas
Effortlessly transforms from desktop to studio
Professional-grade power and performance
Meticulously crafted
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The most creative
device on the planet

Meet face-to-face
1080p front-facing camera and
stereo 2.1 speakers with Dolby®
Audio™ Premium

As natural as pen on paper
Use touch and Surface Pen to
visualize, interact with, and
develop content

3:2 screen layout
Ideal real estate for editing
documents, spreadsheets,
and reading

Workstation-level power
Quad-core 6th Gen Intel® Core™
processors, accelerated by a
discrete NVIDIA® GeForce® GPU

Meticulously crafted
Minimal design complements the
modern office, with clean lines
and a small footprint

Write and erase naturally
Surface Pen rests in your hand
perfectly—with 1,024 levels of
pressure sensitivity

From Desktop mode to Studio mode
A counterbalanced hinge moves the
display weightlessly with one hand

Recommended add-ons
Surface Dial
Access menu shortcuts, volume, tabs in OneNote, Ink Replay,* and
more with Surface Dial. Place it directly on the display to work
seamlessly with industry-leading apps, giving you more power to
produce your best work.
*Ink Replay, Ink Effects, and Ink Math Assistant are available in OneNote for Windows 10 and require an Office 365 subscription.
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Microsoft Complete for Business
• 2-year warranty, no deductible
•

Same day, onsite service

•

Direct access to expert software
support agents

•

2–3-day hardware replacement
with technician setup

•

Up to 2 onsite visits per incident

